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If you have to replace an airbag,
there’s always some level of interest
to see you do the job correctly. After
all, the wrong kind of mistake could
not only cause expensive damage, it
could result in injury as well. Here’s
how to do the job properly:

Turn the ignition key off and
remove it from the lock. Then discon-
nect the battery negative cable and
cover the post for safety. Lift out the
passenger’s side floor mat. Loosen
the foot support bolt and remove the
support.

Disconnect the 10-wire connector
plug to the control unit at the foot
support. Unscrew the fillister screws,
breaking the circuit to the release
unit. It is not separate from the con-
tacts. You are ready to remove the
airbag from the steering wheel safe-
ly.

Pull the plug connector from the
airbag gas generator. This will auto-
matically engage a short circuit
bridge in the gas generator. You can
now remove the airbag from the
steering wheel and the car. Do not
attempt any further disassembly,
repair or exploration of the airbag
(it’s available only as a complete
piece as a replacement part, anyway).
Always store it with the pad side up,
and keep it in a safe place, under lock
and key, because if accidental detina-
tion occurs, the airbag may propel

dangerously through the air. While it
is not inherently dangerous, the
removed airbag is a chemical
pyrotechnic device and cannot be left
sitting around casually. The person
who removes it from the car is
responsible for its secure storage or
disposal.

You’re not done quite yet.
Unscrew the countersunk bolt hold-
ing on the steering wheel and lift off
the steering wheel. The object is to
inspect the carbon brushes for the
airbag as well (as long as you’re
there) for the horn. There is a cover
plate to remove in case you need to
remove either or both of these sets
of brushes.

When reassembling the steering
wheel, Mercedes-Benz recommends
replacement of the countersunk bolt.
In the absence of a replacement bolt,
at least employ a secure threadlocker
on this critical fastener. 80 Nm is the
tightening torque.

Disconnect the plug cable at the
contact ring long enough to make a
short test drive to confirm the cen-
tering position of the steering wheel.
You can move it a maximum of two
splines in either direction, if that is
necessary to center it properly. Once
that position is determined, recon-
nect the plug cable at the contact
ring.

To install the new airbag, observe

these modest precautions against its
percussive vulnerability: do not
expose it to temperatures over 100
degrees Centigrade (212 F); do not
drop it from even a modest height (50
cm). Dubious airbags should be
returned to 
the manufacturer in the original pack-
aging.

Before you reconnect the airbag, go
back to the battery and confirm the
ground cable is still disconnected.
Check that the ignition switch is still
off and the key removed. These steps
may seem redundant, but a single
adverse mishap would put that
impression in its proper perspective.

When you reconnect the airbag
cable, listen for the audible click as it
connects. Place the airbag on the
steering wheel, close to its proper
position. Replace and tighten thefillis-
ter bolts into the generator carrier.
Replace the foot support in the front
passenger’s footwell.

With the battery reconnected, turn
the steering wheel from lock to lock.
There should be no flash nor flare
from any indicator lamp.


